Driver Training Program using Driving Simulator

Drive Square recognizes challenges in Fleet Operations where drivers require to operate their vehicles under all conditions.

Our instructors have experience providing effective safety training to these drivers who face unique risk. The drivers can practice important safety skills and techniques in virtual reality driving scenarios on our portable in-vehicle driving simulators.

The Drive Square commitment goes well beyond just protecting the fleet of the organization:

- We focus our fleet services on helping to protect the safety of the employee-drivers and citizens
- Drive Square can help members address specific hazards and recommend appropriate controls

Drive Square has developed a two-part proactive training program for company drivers, supervisors, administrative staff and dispatchers that are designed to help mitigate frequency and severity of losses.

1. The comprehensive classroom-based training session that depending on length includes some or all of the following topics:
   - Operational Guidance
   - Legal Principals
   - Situational Awareness
   - Defensive Driver Tactics.
   - Decision-Making needed for Collision Avoidance
   - The attendees will review real-life videos to identify Hazards and discuss Safe Behavior to Prevent All Types of Crash Incidents. These real-world scenarios are divided into several table-top exercises to engage the students into real-life decisions that are made on our roadways every day
   - The training session will include an overview of the Organization’s Vehicle Operations policy
2. The attendees are trained in a Driving Simulator, which places them in “virtual reality” situations that drivers might be faced with. Some of the driving scenarios include:

- City and Rural driving situations
- Safe passing maneuvers
- Skid prevention and skid recovery. Driving on the snow.
- Distracted Driving
- Texting while Driving
- Intoxicated driving

Driving Simulator Training session will allow the participants to integrate the skills, decisions, and defensive driving tactics needed in order to drive safely.